THE
GREAT
BARRIER
by Don SHIERS

Floods in
London’s History
Reports of floods Anglo-Saxon Chronicle 1099
and in 1236 – river overflowed – possible to
row boats in Westminster Hall !
07 December 1663
the diarist Samual Pepys wrote “There was
last night the greatest tide that ever was
remembered in England to have been in this
river, all Whitehall having been drowned”.
1953
surge tide lapped top of parapet walls of central London. Over 300 people drowned plus
tens of thousands of farm animals. 20 years
later approval for Thames Barrier granted.
Rising Water Levels - Records show that the
high water level at London Bridge has risen
by about 75cm each century. Combination
of factors: Globally, climatic change. Polar
icecaps are melting causing rises in sea levels.
Global warming, as a result of the actions of
the human race. The consequences of global
warming are unpredictable, but will have an
effect on our climate and weather. Increase in
extremes of weather and storms are of great
consequence to flood prone areas.
Locally, the British Isles is tilting towards
Europe, causing the south of England to sink,
at an estimated rate of 30cm per century. This
is a natural geological process.
The River Thames itself is much narrower than
it used to be. As our population increases and
the city of London expands, more and more of
the natural floodplain is built upon. Human
activity is contributory to the increasing risks
of flooding.
The Threat to London - “surge tides”. These
occur as a result of zones of low pressure,
originating off the Canadian coast, crossing the
Atlantic at 80-100 km per hour (50-60 mph).
Usually these humps of water pass north of
Britain, but northerly winds can drive them
towards the North Sea where, funnelling towards the Strait of Dover, causing local coastal
flooding.
Tidal Defences - The Thames Barrier is not,
however, the sole protector of London against
floods. There are more than 36 industrial
floodgates protecting riverside industry and
380 smaller, moveable defences.

Predicted Area
of Flooding

Areas below Trinity High Water
(approx 24 square miles)

Areas below the level of the tide
of 1st February 1953 but above
Trinity High Water (approx 21
square miles

The selected
location of the
Thames Barrier:
River at this point is 520 metres
(one third of a mile).
Barrier built here because chalk foundations
form a firm base for the piers and because
the river has a straight section enabling large
vessels to line up with the openings.
Also the river is not too wide to create
construction problems.
Also the optimum location for raising of the
river banks downstream – approx 38 miles
and minimising the number of other moveable
barriers.

Design of The
Barrier
Charles Draper, Senior Design Engineer with
Rendel Palmer & Tritton who got the idea of
“rising sector gates” from a gas tap.
Four gates of 61 metres wide (as wide as the
opening of Tower Bridge) would form the main
navigable channel with two smaller gates of
30 metres wide either side.
The four other gates are called “falling radials” as they are lowered into the water to their
positions and usually rest up above the water.

THE RISING GATE
The Rising Sector Gates rested in sills which have two independent pedestrian access service
tunnels running through them, connecting the piers and allowing movement from the south to
north side of the Thames.

The gates are
raised by rocker
beams
these are moved by a pair of horizontal
hydraulic cylinders on each pier (one pushing
and one pulling) resulting in a closure time of
approximately 30 minutes.
Rising sector gate (1500 tons) bolted to gate
arm at each end. One fixing incorporates
hinges. Gate structure is cellular and allows
water and air to easily enter and leave.
High strength steels used in thicknesses up to
40mm. Steel protected against corrosion by 30
tons of paint and 20 tons of sacrificial anodes.
Gate arm (1200 tons) rotates about trunnion
shaft. Large part of arm is solid cast steel
to counterbalance weight of gate. Wooden
rubbing strips protected against damage by
ship impact.

Shiers Diving
Site Complex
Shiers Diving was awarded the diving
sub-contract in 1975 by the Costain Tarmac
and HBM Joint Venture, the main civil engineering group involved with the construction
of the Barrier.
It was envisaged the main diving work would
be undertaken from a floating platform,
supported by a full team of divers (2 teams of
8), equipment, tools, etc. This method worked
within the smaller, Self-Abutment Cofferdam.
As the job progressed, unforeseen construction
difficulties necessitated a change in carrying
out the diving operation and a rapid increase
in the number of personnel.
Slide shows administration building in the
foreground, which also contained the therapeutic recompression chamber. Also visible in
the middle background – 2-storey block and
diver rest area.

Base therapeutic chamber.
Dr. John King was appointed as the Diving
Medical Consultant for the project.

The Diver
Because of the variation in diver strength
caused through differing work commitments
and the conditions encountered, the Advanced
2000 Swindel helmet was selected as being
the equipment which most divers had either
used or needed little further training to dive
to the depths required. The use of boots and
the establishment of negative buoyancy meant
that the diver could orientate himself to the
bottom at all times. This proved to be a definite advantage in the nil visibility conditions
encountered.

Increased Diver
Involvement
As the job advanced and the diver work
requirement increased, it became necessary to
provide 24 hour coverage, this originally being divided into 2 x 12 hour shifts, and later by
3 x 8 hour shifts, necessitating the employment
of 7 teams involving a total workforce of 66
personnel, working under the direction of our
Diving Superintendent Bill McKeand. In the
latter stages of the contract, with John Shaw
as the Superintendent, the workforce increased
to a total 126 personnel.

Tasks
As one would expect on such a large civil project, all the basic skills associated with diving
would at some point be employed - tools such
as Cox’s bolt gun, Tornado gun, high pressure
water jet, oxy-arc equipment, explosives, apart
from generally carrying out tactile inspection
/ surveying and recovery of contractors’ lost
items – mostly in nil visibility.

DIVER ACCESS
From a fixed platform.
Diver access utilising a basket.
Diver access using a traditional ladder

Floating plant which according to the state
of tide would sometimes be marooned on
supporting steelwork, as in this case, the
Cofferdam.
A typical control shack.

Diving Bridge
When the need for recompression facilities
needed to be available immediately above the
work site, as surface decompression using
oxygen was being used to increase the dive
time efficiency.
Professor Dennis Walder of Newcastle
University was able to be presented with an
unparalleled record of dive time using oxygen
decompression for his research.
Using the Bridge gave an increase in
manoeuvrability when relocating the work
area.

Bridge chamber in more detail.

The explosion
shattered the
chalk into
fragments.
One of the jobs which the divers managed to
speed up was the placing of flexible grout bags
between the lower wailing and the driven sheet
piles, supported in a wire frame; the frame
having been cut to size, the bag was filled and
placed in-situ by the diver.
The major task was to assist with the
removal of the chalk shoulders below the
walings at foundation level, the removal of
these shoulders by surface-controlled
mechanical means having proved
impracticable.
This was achieved by a diver hydro-jetting a
hole in the chalk for the reception of a sleeve
in which was placed an explosive charge,
subsequently detonated by surface initiation.
The explosion shattered the chalk into
ragments which were later air-lifted out of the
Cofferdam.

Detail showing the grout bags following
de-watering of the Cofferdam, noting tubes
having been placed to receive a small
explosive charge for their subsequent removal.

The cleaning up
of the debris
Resulting from the chalk shoulder removal
was carried out by grab and a large 24 inch
airlift which sucked up the material dropping
it into a channel chute which discharged into
a bottom dump barge moored alongside the
Cofferdam.

The Diving Bell
Designed by Shiers Diving – this open bottom
bell was used to visually inspect the base
of the Cofferdam to ensure it was clean and
stable enough to enable the concrete plug and
subsequently the base foundation of the piers
to be poured.
A Macintosh Probe was used by the engineers
to establish the soundness of the chalk foundation, the probe being subjected to a number of
hammer blows, and if a minimum of 50 blows
of the hammer gave a penetration of 100mm
this was considered acceptable firmness of the
chalk for the foundations.
This phase of the operation was the responsibility of the Consultant Engineer’s divers,
backed by a support team from Strongwork
Diving (International) Ltd.
Following the sill sinking, it played a major
role in placing of ballast within the
honeycombing of the sills when in their final
position. This would become clear as seen
later on in the presentation.

Diving Bell –
Stoney Cove
The bell was manufactured by Clucas Diving
and Engineering of Hull, constructed of steel
sheet plate of sufficient thickness to ensure
negative buoyancy when blown down.
The slide shows the bell being made ready
for its initial test dive which was carried out
at Stoney Cove, Leicestershire with the team
from Clucas and Shiers Diving, together with
a representative from the Barrier Consultant
Engineers.
From the left …
3 members from Clucas Diving
Third from the left being ‘Gordie’ Clucas
Third from the right, Bill McKeand,
Shiers Diving Supt.
Second from the right, Don Shiers
First on the right Tom
The Consultant Engineer’s Representative

Preparing for
test dive.
8.5 tons caused
the crane bell
to ring
continuously
Necessitating a change of cranes with the
dilemma that whatever crane used we had to
negotiate narrow road way into Stoney Cove
and a low disused railway bridge.

Success
in the water at
last !
The test dive carried out at a depth of 10
metres where ‘Gordie’ Clucas lived up to
his reputation of being a slightly mad ex-RN
Clearance Diver – he dived over the side and
joined the bell on the bottom.
The trials having proved successful, the bell
was then on its way to the Barrier site where
Bill McKeand and myself carried out the first
dive for real to the bottom of a Cofferdam.

TO LONDON!
View showing the access jetty looking North
connecting the South Bank Cofferdams. This
was made wide enough to enable 2 large
crawler cranes to pass each other.

General aerial
view of the site
looking South.
Aerial view looking up river from the South
Side, putting into perspective the size of the
Cofferdams and the activity around them
following the de-watering and subsequent pier
construction.

Noting the substantial protective fairing
dolphins sited at both ends of the Cofferdam
which were designed large enough to withstand ship collision damage.
The lower section of sheet piling below the top
of the underwater concrete was left in place as
the underwater concrete had been cast against
the piles and the down river piles formed part
of the permanent cut-off wall.

The upper section of the sheet piling was cut
off either using a thermic lance from inside the
de-watered Cofferdam where the level of the
cut was at least 2m below the river bed level,
or after flooding, by divers using Oxy-Arc
methods from outside the Cofferdam. The cut
line in the Larssen piles was castellated in
elevation to maintain a shear capacity across
the cut joint.

preperation for
sill-sinking
operation.
Showing the piers having had Cofferdam
removed in preparation for the sill-sinking
operation.
The diving system was now located back on
floating plant enabling it to manoeuvre around
the piers.

FLOATING PLANT.
Floating plant being utilised for preparatory
work associated with the sill sinking operation.

The Limpet
Designed and built by Clucas Diving. This
important item of equipment was manufactured to be placed over each of the pedestrian
access tunnels from the river to ensure that the
face of the pier at that point was clear of all
obstructions and ready to receive the sill once
sunk into position.
The limpet was lowered from above to the tunnel location where a diver, working from the
floating plant above, descended to the limpet
and gained access through a trap door.
Once inside, there were a number of pad eyes /
clamping points located around the limpet with
corresponding ones on the pier.
This enabled the limpet to be pulled manually
into position to fit snugly against the sill by
the use of a chain-pull. Once secure, the diver
would leave by the exit door having sealed it
firmly behind him.

View from the
inside of the
pier.
Sealed access tunnel face, the limpet having
been secured on the outside of this enabled the
gap between the limpet and the sill face to be
drained down. The ring noted in the middle of
the door was the mating face for a double air
lock for what became known as the “Double-Bubble.

DOUBLE BUBBLE.
This shows the “Double-Bubble” in position,
mated to the sill’s access tunnel face, enabling
a diver to enter and gain entry to the limpet
space and remove the temporary fixings and
allow the limpet to be removed, thus clearing
the face of the pier for the lowering of the sill.

Piers showing the access jetty removed with
the control cabin positioned between two piers
ready for the sill sinking operation.
The sill having been floated out from the
Cofferdam bunded Northern site where it was
constructed, ready to be moved to its allotted
location.
The sill showing in detail the scallop face
which will eventually receive the rising sector
gate in its stored position while maintaining a
minimum gap of 7.5 / 10cm which ensures that
water passing between the gate and the sill
avoids silt build-up.

Aerial view of
the sill in
position
between the
piers prior to
sinking.
The weight of the main four 61-metre channel
sills is 9000 tons each, but being of honeycomb
construction and with their end plates fixed,
were quite buoyant.
This view shows the buoyancy slowly being
removed to allow slow descent via a controlled
jacking-down system located on each pier.
The sills were designed to be supported on
the piers at their four corners. The bearings
at one end consisted of Freyssi Flat-Jacks
with rubber bearings which were inflated with
epoxy to lift the sills off a temporary support
so that an even bearing was obtained at each
corner. The bearings at the other end were
rubber bearings.
To seal the pedestrian and service tunnels, the
solution adopted was to use a bellows joint
which was retracted into the face of the pier
while the sill was being sunk and could then be
jacked forward such that the internal flanges
on the bellows joint and the sill subway could
be bolted together to effect a permanent seal.
This operation was carried out by the divers
working from the pier via the
“Double-Bubble”.

THE FINAL LINING.
View from the inside of the pier – the final
lining and levelling of the sills was obtained
by laser levelling through the “observation
window” which is located above the
“Double-Bubble” access, which was done
across the river to an accuracy of plus / minus
4mm.
Further activity utilising the diving bell was
the placing of ballast within the honeycombing
of the sill, and the preparation of the bed up
and downstream of the sill ready for the
placing of the designed scour mattresses.

NEARING
COMPLETION.
Aerial view looking North showing the piers
nearing completion on the South side.
Noting stainless steel shell roofs covering the
independent operating machinery on each pier.

SHELL ROOF.
Shell roof under construction with Don Shiers
and John Shaw (Shiers Diving Superintendent)
who took over from Bill McKeand from 1978
to the completion of our contract in 1982.

The contract for the gates was awarded to
Davy-Cleveland Barrier Consortium and the
diving part of the installation was by Shoreline
Engineering which in itself was a large part of
the project.
This aerial view of the Barrier looking downstream shows 3 of the main 61-metre navigation channels open, with the remaining gates
in their raised and service positions.
This aerial view of the completed Barrier puts
into perspective the overall size of the project
and shows a large P&O liner, navigating
safely through.
The Barrier was officially opened by Her
Majesty The Queen in May 1984.

Every Dive Team
… has a member who’s a comedian or artist,
and the Barrier divers appeared to have more
than most !
Every mishap or notable occurrence appeared
to generate a cartoon on the notice board.
From many hundreds here are a couple which
came from a published book by one of the
more notable diver / artists, Chris Drake.

Proof that you can never satisfy a diver with
any item of clothing – either it’s too big or too
small, or it’s “shrunk in the wash, mum !”
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